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Now in its 20th yr of publication, Gaining the Brakes continues to be the essential go-to resource for kids,
parents, and experts looking for tips and techniques on managing interest disorders. Compiled by two
nationally regarded ADHD experts, Gaining the Brakes is packed with practical methods to improve
organizational, concentrating, learning, and homework skills possesses more strategies for acquiring
buddies, controlling emotions, and being healthful.This third edition is updated and revised throughout
with the latest info, resources, medication types, and glossary terms on ADHD.This book gives kids with
ADHD the tools for success in and out of school and helps them to feel empowered to be the very best
they can be!
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Really Explains ADD I have recommended this reserve to parents many times in an effort to help their
children understand what ADD is. Among the best points in the book is a diagnosis of Add more is not a
justification. Once one realizes what Increase is about, one needs to work on ways to be successful,
despite it. I think it will be more appropriate when he's old and more mature. Great book Recommended
by development psychologist, this book actually helped my boy understand ADHD in a positive but
beneficial way. He determined with the descriptions and found the suggestions helpful. I would suggest
this book for any child or mother or father experiencing ADD/ADHD. It really is particularly helpful for
reading collectively as a family. Along with therapists and SPED teachers, parents play a critical role in
helping children understand and cope with their disabilities. It's really easy to read with your child. Five
Stars Well crafted so my ADHD child may understand the points. (interrupting), Julia Cook Terrific
Teddy’s Excessive Energy, Dr. Here are other outstanding books for children and teens with
Advertisement/HD. Written for children to understand! Great for you as well as your child Really easy to
learn. She was very happy when she first got it. Great to greatly help out your ADHD child This was
precisely what I needed for my ADHD daughter. We read it with her. It has helped her and us get a better
grasp on what we have to do. I love how this is made to read to your child. Jim Forgan 1-2 MY PAL
Provides ADHD, Amanda Tourville 1-3 My Warp Speed Mind, Donalisa Helsley Otto Learns About His
Medicine, Dr. She is a psychologist and her main goal is to help kids. (impulsivity), Bryan Smith My
Mouth Is a Volcano! Four Stars great resource, full of good information and user-friendly Personal touch
for ADHD Great book to learn with a child. Explains ADHD in a way that can result in good discussion
and answers queries in a more personal way. not recommended There are numerous books that are much
more engaging and informative. Disability consciousness and acceptance are common traits of successful
college students and adults with Advertisement/HD. She was very happy when she got it My daughter-n-
laws requested this reserve for Christmas. Be sure to recommend these assets to your friends as well as
your child’s teachers. Best for older kids I purchased this for my 8-year-older who has been diagnosed
with ADHD and I think it was too heavy for him. For children who are not being read to, it’s essential that
parents read the book also and begin an ongoing conversation. Grades K-2 Shelley, The Hyperactive
Turtle, Deborah Moss Mrs. Gorski, I BELIEVE I'VE Wiggle Fidgets, Barbara Esham K-3 What Had been
You Thinking? Seems to be helping him. I feel if she wanted after that it it must be an awesome book for
just about any parent. Five Stars Good information!
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